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YEAST STIR PLATE
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f you ask experienced brewers for
advice on improving your beer, one
of the things they are most likely

to say is, “Make a yeast starter!”  One
easy way to improve your yeast
starter is to use a magnetic stir plate
and stir bar during the fermentation of
your starter. A constantly-stirred
yeast starter will yield a higher cell
count than an unstirred starter.
Commercially available stir plates start
out at about $80 for a small unit and
go up from there. But, with a little
ingenuity and some spare parts, you
can make one yourself for much less.

The heart of the project is a
strong neodymium magnet (more
commonly known as a rare earth
magnet) affixed to an 80mm 12-volt
DC fan typically used in desktop com-

puters. You’ll also need some type of
power supply, some nuts and bolts
and washers and a suitable enclosure
to house the whole project. For this
article, I used a wooden cigar box, but
you can modify that design (I have
also built a stir plate with an old exter-
nal hard drive case). You’ll also need a

flask and a magnetic stir bar.

Sourcing Magnets
There are many places you can get an
appropriate magnet for this project,
including taking them from old or bro-
ken hard drives or ordering them from
scientific supply shops.

The balance of the stir plate is
very important. One of the advan-
tages of using common PC case fans,
however, is that they have relatively
low torque. Your stir plate may wobble
a fair bit with nothing on top of it
(especially a light-weight cigar box),
but test it with a full flask before you
start worrying. Consider that the liq-
uid in a full 1-L flask weighs 1.0 kg (2.2
lbs.) and a 2-L flask would be, obvi-
ously, double that (plus the weight of
the flask itself). In my tests, a two
thirds full 1-L flask is sufficient to
dampen all vibration and wobbling. 

Story and photos by Forrest Whitesides

Yeast Stir Plate

• Power drill

• Felt tip pen 

• Wooden cigar box 

• 80mm 12-volt DC fan

• 12-volt AC/DC wall adapter

• Rare earth magnet

• #6-32 x 2-inch machine screws

• #6-32 machine screw nuts

• #6 metal washers

• 1⁄4-inch flat neoprene washers

• 1⁄4-inch inside-diameter rubber 

grommet

• Plastic wire connectors

Parts and Tools

i
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““Commercially available stir plates start out at about $80 for a
small unit and go up from there. But, with a little ingenuity and
some spare parts, you make make one yourself for much less.
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1: CHOOSING A FAN
An inexpensive PC case fan from your local electronics
retailer will work just fine for this project, as will any case fan
you can pull out of any old PC. Garage sales are an excellent
source for old PCs, and one PC will provide you with multi-
ple fans and a hard drive from which you can pull a great
magnet for use in this project. 

Any 12-volt DC fan will work, but some offer more fea-
tures than others. Radio Shack, for instance, sells a bare-
bones fan with just a lead wire and ground wire. This type of
configuration is very easy to work with, but offers no rota-
tional speed control. On the other end of the spectrum,
computer parts maker Antec offers a nice case fan with an
integrated three-speed selector switch, giving you a no-fuss
method of controlling the rotational speed. It also has built-in
colored LED lights (which doesn’t help your yeast, but does
look cool). Of course, you can always wire in a potentiome-
ter for fine-grained control of the more simple fans, or you
can use a multi-voltage power supply. 

The stir plate described in this project uses an 80-mm
fan and is ideal for 1-L flasks. If you plan to use a 2-L or larg-
er flask for your starters, consider using a 92-mm fan and a
larger enclosure, although 80-mm will still work. 

2: PREPARING THE FAN
To prepare the fan for use as a stir plate motor, center the
magnet on the fan’s hub (the central round surface to which
the fan blades are attached). The magnet will be attracted to
the metal coils inside the fan housing, which will hold it in
place temporarily. 

Holding the fan in your hand, give it a spin with your fin-
ger to check how well the magnet is balanced. If you feel
some wobble, adjust the position of the magnet on the hub.
When you have the magnet positioned properly, mark the
edges with a felt pen and remove the magnet. 

Now apply a small amount of multi-surface adhesive - I
recommend Gorilla Glue — to the fan hub and reposition the
magnet as marked. Allow the glue to dry as per the manu-
facturer’s instructions, usually 12 to 24 hours, before
installing it in your enclosure.

3: POWER SUPPLY
You will need to power your fan with a 12-volt wall-adapter
type power supply. You may very well already have one or
more of these devices around the house as they are common
sources of power for lots of small electronic devices. A 9-volt
power supply will also work, although it will make the fan
spin slower than a 12-volt adapter.

You can also use a multi-voltage power supply sold as a
universal model to power many types of devices. These cost
a bit more, but they allow for stepped control of fan rotation
speed via selectable output voltage.

Whatever model you choose, you will cut off the round
adapter plug (the end that plugs into an electronic device)
and strip back the wire an inch or so in preparation for splic-
ing it to the fan’s lead and ground wires. If you are not com-
fortable wiring electricity, ask a professional for help.
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4: ASSEMBLY (PART 1)
Line up your fan flat in the center of the top of the cigar
box lid and use a felt-tip pen to mark a dot for each of the
four holes in the fan casing. If you can’t find a pen small
enough to get through the hole, you can also ink the end of
a cotton swab and use that to make the four dots. Now
drill four 13⁄64-inch holes on the dots. Since the sheet metal
screws have a tapered head, countersink the four holes
with a 7⁄32-inch bit to allow the screws to sit perfectly flush
in the lid. Also drill a 1⁄4-inch hole near the bottom of the
rear panel and fit the hole with a rubber grommet. You may
also want to drill some holes in the enclosure to allow the
motor to have some fresh air, so that the mechanical heat
from the fan motor can be dissipated.  

Open the lid, fit four screws through the holes and put
a neoprene washer (to help with vibration dampening) and
then a metal washer over each screw. Guide the four holes
in the fan casing onto the screws and push the fan flush
against the washers. Give the blades a spin with your finger
to make sure the magnet clears the lid and the fan can spin
freely. If it does not spin freely, remove the fan from the
screws and add additional washers to put more space
between the lid and the fan. Add a final metal washer after
the fan and finish off with a nut for each screw. 

5: ASSEMBLY (PART 2)
Make sure that the power supply is unplugged before pro-
ceeding. Now pull the wires of the power supply through
the grommeted hole in the back of the cigar box. Use a pair
of wire connectors to splice together the two lead wires
and two ground wires. (You can use a voltmeter to differ-
entiate lead from ground, or you can just use trial and
error). Plug the power supply into the wall to verify that
the wiring is correct. As an additional touch, you can cut a
piece of plexiglass to fit the lid of the cigar box to protect
the wood and electronics from liquids.

6: FINE TUNING
Magnetic stir bars can often be finicky. Even with commer-
cial-grade stir plates, it is sometimes difficult to get them to
spin properly. One of the easiest ways to get your stir plate
operating smoothly is to use either a multi-voltage power
supply or a fan with built-in speed selector (see photo).
(The fancy fan is a much cheaper than the fancy power
supply.) Start the stir bar off at a lower speed and then
increase the speed when it is smoothly spinning. Starting
off at too high or too low rotational speed often makes the
bar jitter and dance, but not spin. The more options you
have on regulating the speed of the rotation of the fan 
and magnet, the easier it will be to get good results from
your starter.




